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The Social Medicine Reader Second
This is the second guest post discussing Abigail Shrier's Irreversible Damage: The Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daughters solicited from experts in transgender medical care. In this p ...
Irreversible Damage to the Trans Community: A Critical Review of Abigail Shrier’s book Irreversible Damage (Part One)
But that wish, which would be a cause for celebration in many families, became a conundrum for her and gave rise to a circuitous path to medicine. "My folks are not from that social stratum ... Dr ...
She Wanted to Be a Doctor. Her Parents Stood in the Way
Each person is separated from the other by a seat plastered with a printed leaflet cautioning “Please do not sit here.” They were put up last year during the first surge of the coronavirus pandemic.
Delhiwale: Poetry after second surge
Republican congressional lawmakers on Monday introduced a bill aimed at preventing people from using federal financial assistance at marijuana dispensaries. The legislation, sponsored by Rep. Tom Rice ...
GOP Bill Aims To Block Marijuana Purchases By Low-Income People On Federal Assistance
I’ve lived in Lebanon for much of my life, and over the past five years as a journalist I’ve reported on everything from political stalemates and the plight of refugees, to hu ...
To help Lebanon through its collapse, listen to its most vulnerable
Literature in situ will feature writing with themes of health, sickness and recovery, delivered or displayed at Auckland City Hospital.Aimed at staff, including students training for clinical roles ...
University of Auckland: Literary inspiration just what the doctor ordered
Helen Joyce, who is Britain editor for the Economist, was prompted to write Trans after speaking with detransitioners who compare their experience to being 'in a cult'.
The author brave enough to take on the trans lobby: New book warns that children are forcibly sterilised, women are at risk of rape and doctors are 'terrorised' as a result of ...
During the January 2021 pro-Navalny demonstrations that swept Russia, hundreds of protestors were rounded up, brutalized, and jailed. Some of them ended up in the Sakharovo Detention Center for ...
“Language Is a Code”: Ali Feruz on Prison Literature, Exile, and the Power of Journalism
The plan is to reach a deal and then hold an August special session to pass the legislation. By Geoff Pender, Mississippi Today House and Senate negotiators are expected to begin meeting next week to ...
Mississippi Lawmakers Aim To Pass Medical Marijuana Bill In August Special Session After Ballot Measure Blocked By Court
In recent weeks, I’ve seen social media feeds light up about these ... others have such a vast following that readers seem to cling on to the author’s every word. 1. Ticking Clock: Behind ...
7 Recent Books Social Media Users Are Buzzing About
But I was uneasy when I got my second ... reader suggested acupuncture. Another recommended a vitamin cocktail with D and zinc, while others promoted breathing exercises and homeopathic medicine.
I’ve Recovered From Long Covid. I’m One of the Lucky Ones.
Shares of Biohaven Pharmaceutical Holding Co. Ltd. traded 12% higher to a new 52-week high after the company reported preliminary Q2/21 net product revenue of $93 million for NURTEC ODT, which it ...
Biohaven Posts Revenue of $93 Million in Q2 for Its Migraine Medicine
Lower-income households have moved up economically since 1970 but this has been a result of their own efforts and sacrifices, not from any government help.
The Indian problem — the Reformasi that failed
Does getting right with contemporary concepts of anti-racism mean reviving one of the state’s most shameful traditions?
California Is Targeting Asian Americans, Again
how the social and economic context can influence the occupational safety and health experience of aging workers. First, Dr. Joanne Crawford of the Institute of Occupational Medicine in Edinburg ...
Overlapping Vulnerabilities in the Aging Workforce
Novis Health of Knoxville announces the opening of new center Knoxville, TN, July 13, 2021, residents of Knoxville, TN, and the surrounding area will be happy to hear that Novis Health has ...
Knoxville Biz Ticker: Novis Health of Knoxville announces the opening of new center
Dr. Richard Watkins, an infectious disease expert and professor of internal medicine ... social distances. Two weeks after getting a single-dose coronavirus vaccination (Johnson & Johnson) or a ...
As Covid restrictions ease, are handshakes safe?
Clifton Reader, president of the association – the ... workshops and conferences and social events”. He noted that since 2020 some hotels in Kingston were closed or saw their businesses ...
JHTA says Kingston ready for business
The sign has the Medicine Wheel on the left (first) and the maple leaf symbol on the right (second). We can never ... Those are the real social issues of concern. I have two friends who have ...
Letters to the editor: Time to rethink Canada’s colonial past
Meanwhile, the other expat was accused of insulting Kuwait and uttering inappropriate phrases in a video clip shared widely on social media ... constitute the second-largest expat community ...
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